Completing God's Word
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1000 = 10x10x10 or a completion of God's word - negative (see Revelation 17:17, Phil 3:19)
200 = 2x10x10 or a division between Father and Son
90 = 9x10 or God's judgment - negative
12:12
1000 = 10x10x10 or a completion of God's word - positive (see 1Peter 1:9, Revelation 10:7)
300 = 3x10x10 or a complete understanding of Father and Son
35 = 7x5 or a fullness of grace
8:14 2300 evening mornings
2000 = 2x10x10x10 or a difference in the completion of God's word or from negative to
positive.
and
300 = 3x10x10 complete understanding of Father and Son

We see from Daniel 7:8 he has the authority to pluck up 3 horns (or 3 projections of light) which
I defined as Godhead, abiding, and the sin nature. (Thyatira, Sardis, and Laodicea).
He has eyes (or understanding) as the eyes of a man.
He also comes after pride, an unchanging heart, and being wounded.
Daniel 8
:3 The ram is a symbol of Christ (Gen. 15:9). Having two horns (or projections of light) with the
last one being higher shows the risen savior.
:4 He pushes west (meaning His back is to the east) northward (Babylon) and southward (Egypt)
at the same time.
:5 The he goat [5795](pronounce aze) is a symbol for self. When compared to Leviticus 16 the
scapegoat [5799] is a combination of words being [5795] - goat and [235] - to go away hence,
goat of departure = az-aw-zale. I think of it as the goat god.
He comes from the west (face to the east)
He does not touch the earth. The earth is defined in Gen. 1:9 as the dry land. This only happens
when the sea is pushed off of it after conversion. In other words this goat does not have his
own opinions only those he has received for others. He is unconverted.
A notable horn between his eyes = the light he projects comes from himself as he portrays what
others have told him and done to him. He projects his spots.
:6-7 Show a rejection of Christ. In fact, a an anger and hostility toward the ram. The ram
cannot stand up to our self in our universe. We have to let Him have His way.

:8 When self waxes strong and we have our own way (perhaps hitting the bottom of the barrel
the horn will be broken. Four horns now rise up. Four = earthly completeness. In other words
we reach a completion of our earth knowing we need help from God. We have seen what
following our own way brings us. We turn the first corner of the box and have a conversion
experience, hence, the four horns come up toward the four winds of heaven.
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:9 Yet self comes back great toward the south, toward the east, and toward the pleasant land.
10: The truth of God is resisted and in fact cast down.
:11 The little horn magnifies himself against the Prince and from the little horn the daily is
lifted up which cast down the sanctuary of Christ.
:23 The little horn considers riddles (bible)
:24 but destroys the holy people
:25 causing fraud to prosper he magnifies himself against the Prince but is broken without hand
(the stone of Daniel 2:34)
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